CASE STUDY:
EnergyAce
Live monitoring diagnostics software

The Background
EnergyAce is a Chorley-based manufacturer and solution provider which
has developed a range of patented energy saving systems to save on
electricity consumption and improve eﬃciency for industrial, commercial
and domestic users.

The challenge
The family business designs and manufactures all products from its
Lancashire home and has a long history of product innovation and
quality. The company has enjoyed thousands of sales nationally and
internationally. Typically, when EnergyAce’s expertise and products are
applied, 10 to 30% electricity savings are achieved. A barrier to customer
take-up of their services, was being able to accurately evidence and
feedback energy use to the client, for which they engaged the services
of Chamber Low Carbon (CLC) working with CLC consultant Ian Trow, of
Energy & Automation on an innovative solution.
Ian said: “It was my job, under the CLC umbrella, to help identify levers
which would achieve a significant uplift in the volume sales of Voltage
Optimisation and Power Factor Correction products for EnergyAce into
the industrial, commercial and agricultural sectors. Key to this was to
encourage more electrical energy eﬃciency within the wider low carbon
economy.

Example EnergyAce switchgear product range

“Together, we would define a product/service to give a better
transparency of energy eﬃciency for both customer and EnergyAce, and
this visibility would be used to measure and to target specific solutions
most appropriate for the customer. Once complete, CLC would help
bring this new low carbon product to market in a defined project plan,
underpinned by a robust marketing and promotion strategy.”
Example VO product range
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The solution

The result

The primary phase of CLC support was to identify the
opportunities for the product, define the oﬀer and provide
development support. Questions were issued to the client by
CLC to help update and clarify their existing business planning
and strategy and to gain a better understanding of the market
needs. Training was given by CLC to the EnergyAce team, to
make them aware of the enabling technologies of Industry 4.0
and IIoT and how they would take their product to the next level.

To date 14 × Beta site sales have been installed and are
operating as expected with full functionality, these include large
industrial process plants, agriculture (farming), commercial
premises and manufacturing sites and the results have been
impressive.

Planning and phases of support from Chamber Low Carbon
Planning and phases of support from Chamber Low Carbon

The innovation was to create a new kind of product/service
that enabled remote diagnosis of a customer’s site, allowing
EnergyAce specialists to identify energy wastage and technical
measures to improve the eﬃciency situation with a personalised
customer product solution.
The key added value, and the low carbon product/service
diﬀerentiator here is that the remote data analytics allow
the EnergyAce engineers to correctly target energy eﬃcient
products such as Voltage Optimisation or Power Factor
Correction to the right kind of customer, with the right demand
profile and the right configuration, explicitly for the customers
personalised needs.

Extract of Industry 4.0 and IIoT training workshop given by CLC

In each case the customer has gone onto place the additional
product order, a 100% sales conversion rate, and 100%
contribution to CO2 reduction for the low carbon economy, sales
strategy works.
First estimates suggest that initial sales alone will account for
over 131 CO2e tonnes savings per annum in the carbon footprint
of the economy of the North West, within the first three months
of the trial.
The next step is to volume launch the product into the market,
satisfied that it meets requirements and a wealth of evidence to
prove it.

Extract of marketing promotional flyers

The next stage in the process was to develop EnergyAce pilot
sites, with some initial alpha test sites within the agricultural
sector. From these the first prototype switchgear panels were
built and software dashboards developed. The tests enabled the
next stage of development and testing.

Want to know how we can help you?
Speak to a member of the Chamber Low Carbon team
today by calling 01254 356482 or email us on
info@chamberlowcarbon.co.uk
Extract of Industry 4.0 and IIoT training workshop given by CLC
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